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HOMES

By the time yo will be nearly autumn. I’m supposed to

write something ler weather on the horizon, or the prospect of

color-changing leaves, but the weather app on my phone tells me that it’s

108 degrees outside, and all I can think about is taking a trip to the beach

to cool off.

This disjunction in seasonal synchronicity is a job hazard. In a few weeks,

I’ll be decorating Christmas trees instead of celebrating the 4th of July.

When Christmas comes, I’ll be planning for Easter. On and on around the

calendar, always a few steps ahead of “real time.”

-

ciation of the seasons as they occur naturally. Instead, I think I appreciate

them even more. It’s as if my appetite has been whetted and I can’t wait to

experience all the things I was writing about a few months before. There

are not many professions where you get to enjoy all the pleasures of a

season twice a year!

dedicated to beautiful, charming kitchens. A special kind of magic happens

be just as special as the rest of your home. Whether you’re planning a

major renovation or just want a few ideas to perk up your current décor,

Share your charming kitchen décor with us on Facebook and Instagram,

or reach out on Twitter at @always_rh. We can’t wait to see what you’ve

got cooking!

Chasing easons
Publishing schedules being what they are, I 
am writing this on the first day of summer. 

Always,

Staci Dumoski, Editor



Kitchen Range Hoods in Metal
CHIC

Stil l  handcrafted, one at a time, in the USA.

k i t c h e n  d e s i g n  K i t c h e n  S t u d i o  :  K a n s a s  C i t y

p h o t o  M a t t h e w  K o c o u r e k  P h o t o g r a p h y

866.932.7510www.rawurth.com steel@rawurth.com



Yours Truly

The newe ma mes just 
arrived at er better way 
than kicking off the weekend early. Today I’ll 
watch the weeds grow, instead of picking 
them, while relaxing and reading. Thanks for 
all your hard work!

SILKE SOGAN
VIA FACEBOOK

We cannot imagine a nicer way to spend a 
weekend! — Editors

The beach themes in this July issue were 
adorable to look at. However, it was very 
disappointing not to see anything patriotic in 
your July issue. Perhaps you felt no need to 
add anything, yet to be honest, it was a big let 
down in that aspect. There was not one thing 
in it pertaining to our American flag nor the 
American way of patriotism.

NORA LABONTE
VIA FACEBOOK

We always welcome feedback about the 
magazine’s content, and we’ll definitely keep 
your words in mind when planning next year’s 
editorial calendar. We invite all our readers 
to reach out to us if there’s something they’d 
like to see more of in the magazine. Are there
holidays or events you think we’ve overlooked?
Decorating styles or trends we haven’t featured
enough recently? Let us know! — Editors

S eri '

Letters
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Romantic Homes loves to hear from you. Please write and 
tell us how we’ve inspired you or what you’ve done to decorate 

your home using our ideas. We are also happy to answer any 
questions you may have. Romantic Homes reserves the 

right to edit all letters. Send letters or queries to Romantic 
Homes, Engaged Media Inc., 22840 Savi Ranch Pkwy., Suite 

200, Yorba Linda, CA 92887; sdumoski@engagedmediainc.com 
or romantichomes.com.
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Browsing

S�tement
Make a big impact with one of these 
kitchen fixtures that are sure to wow!Piece

Country sink, $1,095. 
(800) 442-1902 or 

americanstandard.com.
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1. Pot rack, $334.62. Visit myswankyhome.com.

2.  $379. (307) 202-4401 or bronzeliving.com.

3.  $1,200. (214) 269-4002 or coppersinksdirect.com.

4.  $98. Visit dotandbo.com.

5.  prices vary. Visit waterworks.com.

6. Pot rack, prices vary. (888) 671-5883 or enclume.com. 

3

4
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Browsing

7. -
$2800. (717) 

509-3797 or atmosphyre.com.

8.  $969.  
(866) 855-2284 or  
signaturehardware.com.
AND

$260.  
(866) 855-2284 or  
signaturehardware.com.

9. $290. (888) 
671-5883 or jamieyoung.com.

10. Bar stool, $760. Visit 
kathykuohome.com. 

11.  $908. Visit 
laylagrayce.com.

12. -
$1,466. Visit kohler.com. 

7
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PREMIUM, SATIN FINISH FORMULATED
TO REVITALIZE FURNITURE, CABINETS, & MORE

DecoArt.com

PART OF OUR COMPLETE DO-IT-YOURSELF HOME DÉCOR PROGRAM

Outdoor LivingTM

Exterior/Interior
Paint

MetallicsTM

Brightest
Metallic Sheen

Maxx GlossTM

Highest Gloss
Finish

Color StainsTM

Self-Sealing
Color Stain

Chalky FinishTM 
Ultra-Matte  

Finish

your world
ENHANCE 

ONE DIY PROJECT
at a time

before

18 x 18

Stencils,
brushes, and 

other accessories

Select Americana Decor® products are available at Jo-Ann Fabric & Craft stores,  
Michaels Arts & Crafts, A.C. Moore Arts & Crafts, Hobby Lobby, and other fine  
retailers. Check you local store for availability. 



Browsing

13. $149.99. Visit 
smegusa.com.

14.  $69.99. Visit 
blackanddeckerappliances.com.

15.  
$39.99. (800) 726-6247 or 

cuisinart.com.

16.  $129.00. 
(212) 209-1804 or keurig.com.

Counte�op
Not ready for renovations? These small 
appliances add a splash of charm.color
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Plant City, fl
NOVEMBER 4-5�9 AM-4 PM

STRAWBERRY FESTIVAL FAIRGROUNDS � 2866 REYNOLDS ST. WEST
$5 admission / free parking

madison, fl
NOVEMBER 12�9 AM-4 PM

DOWNTOWN MADISON �197 SOUTHWEST RANGE AVENUE
free admission / free parking

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

OR VISIT

♥ shabby chic
♥ farmhouse décor
♥ artisan jewelry
♥ fabulous furniture
♥ vintage fashions
♥ primitives

♥ mid-century
♥ cottage glam
♥ live music
♥ salvage
♥ antiques
♥ food trucks

featuring



 ElmiraStoveWorks.com

1 800 295 8498

r originality? You’ve found it. 

Adorned with chrome, nickel, or copper, 

each custom built Elmira Stove Works 

appliance is true to its era, while off ering 

the performance and features found in the 

most modern kitchen appliances. Models 

available in gas, electric, dual fuel or wood-

burning. Let us build one for you.
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RETROfi t Your Kitchen
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My Home

I love the shabby chic style because I 
love old things. 

The more furniture shows me [its age], 

the more I love it. The shabby chic 

style lets old, used treasures be as they 

are—wonderful with a lot of history and 

soul. About 90 percent of my items are 

see something that touches my heart, I 

have to buy it, if it is not too expensive.

I never had any concerns about having 

the light from outside into every room, 

[even] if it is gray and unfriendly out-

side. I have two little children, two  

dogs, one cat and one husband. It is  

really not a problem for me to live in 

a white home. I love white in every 

interesting and cozy if there are more 

shades of white. 

 

with brown cabinets. Ugly. I changed 

everything. I bought a new fridge … in 

the color green, which I painted white. 

-

inets and built open shelves. I changed 

the lamp for a chandelier, changed the 

because they belong to the romantic 

shabby chic style. 

My whole passion is white romantic 

shabby chic. Another passion is my blog. 

I want to show people my style with all 

the wrought-iron pieces, lace and white 

living because I want to inspire them. 

The most beautiful compliment for me 

my blog.

MANUELA KAPLAN

KUNISLITTLEWHITECASTLE.BLOGSPOT.COM

VIA EMAIL

One woman embraces her
passion for all-things white.

WHITE

[ Share your photos on Instagram using #SeeMyRomanticHome, and your home might be featured in our pages. }
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So Pretty

gorgeous bathroom demands a special beauty treatment.A
But you don’t have to spend a lot of 

money on luxury products. Here are 

some recipes for creating your own 

soothing bath treatments at home, for 

a fraction of what you’d spend at a spa. 

Bath Tea
As an alternative to bath salts, bun-

dle lavender, chamomile, peppermint 

and rosemary in a cheesecloth pouch 

or metal tea strainer. Leave in the hot 

water for the duration of your bath 

and you’ll emerged feeling relaxed and 

great gifts too. 

Eucalyptus Oil
Blend eucalyptus and peppermint 

essential oils with almond or coconut 

oil (use 10 drops of essential oils to 

every ounce of the carrier oil). Store in 

a small bottle and use 1 tablespoon in 

your bath to rejuvenate your senses. 

Milk Bath
Combine 2 cups powdered whole 

well. Add 10 drops of your favorite  

for 24 hours. Pour one to two cups 

of the powder under warm running 

water to moisturize, exfoliate and 

 

Champagne Bath
Did you forget about that bottle of 

or more of champagne or red wine 

into the water when you run the bath 

and cleanse pores.

Oatmeal Bath

sunburn, an oatmeal bath can soften 

-

a cup of oatmeal (not instant) and tie 

at the top. Toss it in the warm water, 

and squeeze it occasionally to release 

the oatmeal-infused water. You can 

a good, all-over scrub. 

Honey Bubble Bath

cup each of honey and unscented 

shampoo, and a teaspoon of vanilla 

bigger bubbles, add one egg white into 

the mix. 

Chocolate Bath Salts
Combine four cups of Epsom salt 

with 2 tablespoons of unsweetened 

cocoa powder. Epsom salt is good for 

soothing aches and pains, while the 

and hydrated. Try combining this with 

Finishing Touches
The perfect bath isn’t complete 

without quiet music, soft candlelight 

and a plush towel to wrap yourself in 

when you’re done. To stay hydrated 

-

erages before, during and after your 

try cool lemon water. And don’t rush 

yourself—a good bath should last at 

least 20 minutes to give time for the 

oils, salts and other bath ingredients 

Serenity
Now Indulge your senses naturally with 

a beautiful bath-time retreat. 

By Staci Dumoski
Photography by Mark Tanner
Styling by Jacqueline deMontravel





Say Ahh

Feast your eyes on the charm of a
Paris apartment that’s glamorous yet
easy-going.

By Jo-Anne Coletti
Photography by Adriana Anzola
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of Beautiful 
The Art

Living



“I spread around rose petals to 
make the table look effortless, 
even if it took me hours to figure out 
where to place that teacup.”

SEPTEMBER   2016   23 
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so when designer Adriana Anzola began

renovating her small Paris apartment, she

went all out with wall-to-wall whites and

creams. The apartment, which is located

just around the corner from the Palais

Garnier Opera House, features ornate in-

teriors with high ceilings, crown moldings,

-

ance for Adriana’s vintage treasures. “The

elegant architecture was one of the things

that caught my eye straight away,” says

Adriana. “The Haussmann buildings with

their exquisite molding on the ceilings

are one of the most stunning features of a

Parisian home.”

Living smart in a small space can pose

a challenge, but Adriana took advantage

of the natural light from the tall French 

windows and furnished the space with 

weekly in search for beautiful French 

antiques; it has become her obsession and 

biggest thrill. “There’s that feeling when 

you know you’ve found what I like to call 

a ‘treasure,’ that unique and faded piece 

from the past that you have to bring home; 

says Adriana.

Say Ahh

Paris flats are  
notoriously dark,

“The beauty of a 

handmade piece, 

the patina, the worn-

out colors, the 

imperfections—these  
are all characteristics  
that I look for.” 





Say Ahh
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French interiors can sometimes appear heavy on the fancy 

meter, so Adriana chose humble furnishings with plenty of 

patina to create an interesting contrast.  The look is a lovely 

harmony of shabby and chic.

Adriana’s apartment may be small, but that doesn’t stop 

her when it comes to creating the perfect ambience for a 

special occasion. She entertains frequently, and her balcony 

(overlooking some of the most exquisite streets in Paris) is a 

dreamy setting for guests. “I love to have dinner parties, and 

a variety of Limoges vintage china is a big part of my settings. 

I spread around rose petals to make the table look effortless, 

teacup. Attention to detail is important to me and very well 

appreciated by my family and friends,” says Adriana.

Soft, worn-out colors for bedding, pillows and accessories 

are Adriana’s favorites, combined with raw wood and a touch 

of boho. There’s also her love of roses. Flowers are a must-

have in her home, and she appreciates each stage of their 

they make everything look … prettier even after the last petal 

falls,” says Adriana.

Adriana’s style is glamorous yet modest, with magical views 

of Paris spilling over from each window. According to Adriana, 

beautiful living is all about creating a space that is romantic, 

elegant and makes you feel good.

FOR MORE ON ADRIANA, VISIT HER WEBSITE AT SHABBYWHITES.COM.

FOR MORE ON JO-ANNE COLETTI, VISIT VINTAGEROSECOLLECTION.COM.{

{
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Artisan
influence

By Heather Dixon/GAP Interiors
Photography by Colin Poole/ GAP Interiors

A homeowner uses her artistic skills to 
turn a dated farmhouse into a home full 
of creative decorative ideas.



THE BACK OF THE HOUSE WAS COM-
PLETELY REMODELED to include a bigger 
kitchen and turn a series of small rooms into 
a dining and sitting area. The bar stools were 
in the shed, so Christine painted them and 
upholstered the seats using foam rubber and 
fabric remnants. She also restored a pair of 
unwanted chandeliers, meticulously fitting them 
with new glass drops.

Christine and Barry have  
decorated every room, using  
      accent wallpapers 

and bold colors to keep the warm,  
    cozy atmosphere.

SEPTEMBER  2016   29 
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A SERIES OF SMALL ROOMS has been 
transformed and extended into a light, 
modern living area with doors leading 
onto a patio. Christine already had the 
curtains and coffee table.



“I have always loved painting and drawing 

of all kinds and developed an interest in this 

particular style of art years ago,” says Chris-

tine. “It’s just a hobby, but when we decided 

to decorate the house I thought it would be 

a good opportunity to decorate some of the 

furniture as well.”

But Christine’s love of reusing and rein-

venting old furniture didn’t stop at a few 

tables and chairs. She and her husband, 

Barry, run a painting and decorating 

company, and they used their skills to rede-

sign the entire house, extending both front 

and back and decorating from top to bottom.

A fascination for 
traditional narrow boat 
painting came in handy for 
Christine Best when she wanted 
to give her home a personal touch.



THE SITTING ROOM WAS EXTENDED 
as part of a single-story extension built at 
the front of the house. The stained glass 
windows were made by a local company 
to reflect the history of the house.
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Thinking Ahead

The transformation was particularly 

dramatic for Barry, who bought the 

farmhouse in the mid 1970s and had 

kept much of the original furniture and 

décor. When Christine moved in, she 

had no intention of making sweeping 

changes. “We were both widowed and 

we needed time to settle down and 

Christine. “It had been a working farm-

house for many years and was a lovely 

property, but we started to make small 

changes which gradually developed into 

something much bigger.”

decide which furniture to keep and 

which to let go. “We were combining 

the contents of two homes, so we had 

to make some tough decisions, but we 

gradually whittled it down, choosing the 

pieces that worked best for the house or 

which had sentimental value.”

They also wanted to shift the empha-

sis of the house by switching the sitting 

and dining rooms around and creating a 

sheltered south-facing patio to the front 

of the property. 

“We liked the idea of having a dining 

room linked to the garden so that when 

we had people round it would be easy 

to move from the dining table to the 

outside,” says Christine. 

So in 2006 they built a small extension 

that doubled the size of the new sitting 

room and included a new front porch, 

replaced a window in the dining room 

with French doors, and built a pergola in 

“I love being able to create  
something without spending a lot 
of money and to paint furniture 
with decorative designs,”

 says Christine.
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the L-shape created by the extension. “It trans-

formed the way we used the house and spurred 

us on to make more changes,” says Christine. “We 

didn’t rush into anything. We agreed to change 

the kitchen and open it all up, but we spent a long 

time discussing the options and working out the 

best way to do it. We wanted to make sure we got it 

The original layout included a smaller kitchen, 

was wasted space, so they decided to knock out 

an exterior wall, remove an internal kitchen wall, 

extend the back of the house and create an open 

plan breakfast kitchen with a light, spacious sitting 

area. They added bi-fold doors into a courtyard, 

raised the ceiling level in the kitchen to emphasize 

the sense of space, added skylights and created a 

utility and cloakroom.

THE DINING ROOM gets used more in summer when 
the patio doors are opened wide to create indoor- 
outdoor living. Christine painted the table and chairs 
bought by Barry years ago. She also painted and 
decoupaged the small side table. 
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‘The old kitchen was quite dated with 

dark units and beams,” says Christine. 

the kitchen lighter, but the extension 

has really opened up the whole area 

and created a lovely living space  

which we use every day. We have  

gradually modernized the house with-

out losing sight of the fact that it is still 

a period farmhouse.”

Between them, Christine and Barry 

have decorated every room, using 

accent wallpapers and bold colors to 

keep the warm, cozy atmosphere in the 

rooms they use mostly in the evening, 

and lighter shades in the daytime 

those extra bits and pieces that  

turn a house into a home, Christine 

the right things.

“I love being able to create some-

thing without spending a lot of money 

and to paint furniture with decorative 

designs,” says Christine, “but when it 

 

Louise, who runs a vintage shop, is 

the one I turn to for advice. We don’t 

always have the same taste, but she 

knows what I like and knows where to 

my narrow boat designs and Louise’s 

eye for the unusual, we’ve created a 

home which is truly personal.”
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TO ACHIEVE THE VAULTED CEILING in 
the kitchen, Christine and Barry had to 
reduce the size of the landing window, 
so Christine compensated with a state-

ment curtain and added a large mirror to 
reflect the reduced light.

“We have gradually  
modernized the house with-
out losing sight of the fact that it 

is still a period farmhouse.”
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THE GUEST BEDROOM was decorated 
with the grandchildren in mind. “I  

wanted it to be light, pretty and practi-
cal,” says Christine.

DESIGN TIPS
Christine offers helpful advice for  

home renovations. 

1. Save remnant pieces of your favorite fabrics. They can be 
used for seat covers, cushions, place mats or curtain trims.

2. If you paint dark furniture, prepare the surface  
thoroughly by cleaning, sanding and brushing; then use a 
good quality primer before applying at least two topcoats of 
your chosen color. If you are using emulsion, seal it with a 
clear matte varnish.

3. Preparation is the key to everything. Without good 
preparation, it will always look badly done.

}
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THE KIDNEY SHAPED DRESSING table is 
reclaimed and was painted by Christine, 

using her traditional narrow boat painting 
skills to create the decorative effects. She 

copied the decorative detail on the painted 
secondhand chair and covered the seat 

with foam padding and a piece of remnant 
vintage material. 
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CHRISTINE CREATED A SOFT, layered look 
in the main bedroom, saving money by 
making the headboard, pelmet and footstool 
cover with fabric remnants. She also painted 
a pair of old bedside drawers, calling out 
the red shade in the wallpaper.
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CHRISTINE LOVES TO REINVENT 
OLD FURNITURE and painted the 

drawers and mirror, which she has 
had for years, to match the rest 
of the room. She also made the 

cushions, using vintage fabrics from 
Vintage Corner.



GlamBlend a love for French vintage style with
a touch of glitz and glamour, all without
breaking the bank.

By Staci Dumoski
Photography and styling by Kim Hazel
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“I love things that look vintage, 

and I like crystal    

  and silver and gold.”

GOING
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THE LIVING ROOM IS FULL OF GLAM TOUCHES that typify Kim’s 
decorating style, like the mirrored coffee table she found at a local 

discount furniture store 10 years ago. Kim’s prize fi nd, though, 
is the white baby grand piano she found on Craigslist. The white 

drapes are lined, with a fl oral pattern. “I used to have silk damask 
drapes, but the dog ruined them,” she says.
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 “What I love about my home is the 

cozy, collected-over-time 
                   look it has,”  Kim says.

THE EATING AREA near the 
kitchen features a pedestal 
table from Pier1 and medallion 
chairs from World Market, 
which demonstrates that furniture 
doesn’t need to consist of 
matched sets in order to work 
well. The tray on the table is 
from Magnolia Market in Waco, 
Texas. Kim won the tray—along 
with a trip to Waco—as part of 
a school fundraising auction. 
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-

-
Kim Hazel knows how to make the most of a good deal. 

KIM USED THE SAME PAINT  
COLOR THROUGHOUT THE 

DOWNSTAIRS so that the open 
rooms flow easily from space to 

space, though she varied the tones 
slightly. The living room and dining 
room are just a bit darker, because 

of the large windows and extra 
light. All the tables in the family 

room are secondhand and  
vintage pieces. 



KIM STILL LOVES HER WHITE 
KITCHEN CABINETS, even though 
she has recently changed the color 

of the walls. 
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“I still like white,” 

Kim says of her 

kitchen,“and I  
would do it again.”
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Makeover Magic

-

-

-
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“If I find something I like and the 

price is right but the finish is wrong, 
I will buy it and paint it myself.”
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A WHITE TUFTED HEADBOARD AND 
LUSH BEDDING are the focal points of 
the master bedroom, but Kim’s vintage 
touches can be felt here too. She’s had 
the old screen door for almost 20 years, 
along with the vintage tin box holding 
flowers. The bedside tables and lamps 
are also vintage but topped with lamp-
shades from HomeGoods. 

-
 -
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[RIGHT] THE FOUR-SEASON PORCH 
opens up off the kitchen eating area and 
features windows on three sides that 
provide lots of good light, making it one 
of Kim’s favorite places to enjoy a cup of 
coffee. The wicker chairs are originally 
from Target and spray-painted white by 
Kim; the couch and slipcover are from 
Ikea, but the tables are all vintage finds. 
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Mixing vintage finds with new, contemporary pieces can 
give your home a collected look and add character to your 
space. Here’s a list of Kim’s favorite places to find great 
décor without breaking the bank. 

Discount Retailers: “Some of my favorite places to shop  
for furniture, accessories and seasonal décor are discount 
retailers such as HomeGoods, World Market and Hobby  
Lobby. You can get cute, trendy pieces here for very  
reasonable prices.”

Online Stores: “Other great places to shop are the many 
online stores there are now.  A lot of these sites offer  
lookalikes to high-end retailers for a fraction of the cost. 
Wayfair, Joss and Main, Rugs USA, Overstock, Amazon are 
some favorites.”

Local Secondhand Shops and Flea Markets: “My all-time 
favorite and fun places to shop for my home are secondhand 
stores. I have found a lot of furniture at these shops, often  
already refinished and painted, and for very reasonable 
prices. You can also find a variety of accessories such as old 
books, candlesticks, dishware, linens and lamps to name a 
few. If I find something I like and the price is right but the 
finish is wrong, I will buy it and paint it myself.” 

Shop Your Home: “Sometimes just rearranging the fur-
niture and moving accessories around can give a room a 
whole new look. If I have a piece that is tired and dated, I 
give it new life with some paint. Even just changing out the 
hardware can give a whole new look.” 

}

SHOP SMART}
Something Old, Something New



THE CUPBOARD COMES FROM AN INSTITUTE 
FOR THE BLIND. The drawers originally con-

tained sheets of paper embossed with Braille. The 
craquelure of the vase creates the illusion of age, 

but this one is modern. Here, Tina has chosen 
a splash of lilac roses and used an old window 
frame to outline them. Next to the old wooden 

picking ladder, the effect is stunning.
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THE N  

O t sA shopkeeper’s personal style is a study in 
beautiful contrasts. 

By Geraldine Nesbitt and Staci Dumoski  
Photography by Peggy Janssen
Styling by Linda van der Ham
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her husband, Jan, and their four children

(three of whom have since grown up and

moved out) moved into this characteris-

tic urban residence nine years ago after

having lived in countries such as Germany

and Switzerland. The house was in need

of a thorough renovation. “It was as good

as derelict,” says Tina. “But that didn’t put

us off.” Quite the contrary. Tina immedi-

ately had a vision of what the house could

become. “I stood in the garage, with its

leaking roof, and knew that this was where

I wanted to create the family kitchen. And

it has turned out exactly as I imagined.”

Her excitement rubbed off on Jan. With

boundless enthusiasm they embarked on

the enormous task of making the house

inhabitable again. Over a period of nine

months they literally changed or restored

everything, rediscovering authentic fea-

tures as they went. Walls were knocked

out, plastered, painted; doors placed and

replaced. The home was rewired, the roof

insulated and the drainage improved to

meet modern standards.

When it came to modernizing the interi-

or, they were careful to preserve as many

authentic features as possible. Elements

such as stained glass, ensuite rooms and

paneled doors were restored and recycled,

and have now come into their own in this

vintage home.

Shopkeeper’s Style

three spaces, is home to Tina’s shop and

to the family kitchen, which was added

during renovations. Initially Tina sold new

children’s bedroom accessories, despite

her long-standing love affair with the

Tina van Noord, owner of LilaBlu,

PLACED IN FRONT OF THE TWO FREESTANDING 
PANELED DOORS, the white furniture of the dining 

area is eye-catching. The bistro chairs are a mixture 
of old and new, some weathered and some in 

pristine condition. This versatile leaf table can be 
folded to function as a side table, if necessary.





“I like to play with contrasts. Soft, 
pastel colors with robust furniture

 in strong, natural materials.”

THE PANEL DOOR LEADS FROM ONE 
SHOP AREA into the next. Tina and Jan put 
in the doors themselves. The scarf, casually 

draped over a bistro chair, mirrors the 
arrangement of roses on the wrought-iron 

garden table. Tina does not feel compelled 
to paint over or restore the rust. The green 

bait bucket is made of zinc. The blue fabric, 
draped strategically on the edge of the 

table, draws out the blue of the wall. 
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vintage furnishings and decorations 

children were grown, Tina felt she had 

lost her connection with children’s 

bedroom accessories, and, after talking 

it over with her husband, decided to take 

the plunge and turn her passion into a 

career. And so LilaBlu was born. 

Her shabby-inspired style is built using 

many recycled items and vintage embel-

lishments.  “I knew instinctively that if 

I was to make my mark in the brocante 

world, that it would be pointless to try 

and imitate others. What makes me and 

my work different and unique is the way 

I combine items. Dark with light, fragile 

with sturdy. I call it Robust Vintage. Men 

and women are comfortable with it.” 

She believes her career as a brocanteur 

is a success because she is true to her 

passion. “And where selling children’s

TINA IS PARTICULARLY FOND OF THE 
GRAIN SACKS draped over the headrests 

of the chaises longues.



“What makes me and my work  
          different and unique is the way I 
combine items. 

Dark with light, fragile with sturdy.”

|OPPOSITE|STICKING TO HER PRINCIPLE OF LEAVING THINGS AS 
SHE FINDS THEM, Tina hasn’t altered this brown and yellow table—to 
surprisingly powerful effect. The ocher lectern fits perfectly. Tina likes 

having an open travel book or atlas on it as a conversation piece and 
to symbolize her love of traveling. Tina couldn’t resist placing a black 

lampshade and circular wrought-iron frame against a pastel wall. 



bedroom accessories was hard work, 

selling vintage pieces went automat-

wonderful pieces? At vintage markets 

in France and Belgium that she and her 

husband visit. 

With her intuitive choice of contrast 

and contradiction, and her patience 

when it comes to searching for new 

pieces, Tina has created a romantic 

interior that has masculine and feminine 

features. She does so while remaining 

uncompromising in her taste and vision. 

Ultimately it is a home where she, Jan 

and the children can all feel comfortable. 

THE WOOD FLOOR OF THE LIVING 
ROOM, an original feature, was restored 
using primer, because the wood soaks this 
up better than an emulsion. Over time, these 
French shutters have weathered.  
The peeling paintwork works perfectly 
against the baby-blue wall. The two chaises 
longues, although bought secondhand, are 
originally from Ikea, which shows how in  
the right setting the old and the new can 
blend harmoniously. 
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ONCE AGAIN, OLD CABINET DOORS 
are the perfect backdrop to the miniature 
white table. The black bistro chair ener-
gizes the setting.

TINA HAS A THING ABOUT 
ROSES. “Roses incorporate the 
elements and contradictions that 
inspire me. When they first come 

into flower, they are luscious 
and soft, but they are just as 

enchanting and delicate as they 
begin to wilt. Yet the flower 

emerges from a fierce, thorny 
stem.” Here are some of her tips 
for incorporating fresh roses in 

your décor. 

COMPARE AND CONTRAST: Mix 
different varieties of roses with 
many different types of vase or jar. 
Tina’s rule of thumb is the lighter 
and more delicate the flower, the 
more robust the vase. 

PERFECTLY IMPERFECT: Avoid 
precisely arranged bouquets in 
favor of roses that look like they’ve 
been randomly plucked from the 
garden—asymmetric in height and 
nonchalantly grouped together  
in containers of varying shapes  
and sizes.

COLOR SPLASH: Roses in strong, 
rich reds and pinks give extra 
warmth to the off-white and blue of 
the furnishings. 

}

STYLING
SECRETS}

Decorating with 
Roses
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AUTHENTIC OUTER WINDOW SHUTTERS 
are curved to fit the rounded windows 

they once covered. Untouched, they are 
a robust contrast to the pristine white bed 

linen. The side tables are antique, the bed 
from Ikea (though it was bought second-
hand). The pink bedspread matches the 

tiny jug on the side table.
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}

“I LIKE TO PLAY WITH CON-
TRASTS,” says Tina. “Soft, pastel

colors with robust furniture in strong,
natural materials.” You can build your
own unique style by drawing contrasts
with your furniture and décor choices.

DELICATE AND STURDY: Bring both mas-
culine and feminine elements together by
putting an ornamental garden chair next to
a rugged workbench or draping a floral silk
scarf over a wrought-iron table.

OLD AND NEW: Add character to a brand
new sofa with pillows and throws made
from vintage fabrics. Mix weathered bistro
chairs with those in pristine condition
around the breakfast table.

LARGE AND SMALL: A single tall vase
stands out among a cluster of smaller ves-
sels, or fill a large container with bunches of
tiny flowers for dramatic effect.

CURVY AND STRAIGHT: Soften the edges
of boxy, utilitarian tables with ornamental
bistro chairs and bulbous vases overflowing
with roses.

LIGHT AND DARK: A black chair set at a
white table makes a dynamic statement in
a room. To further play up the contrast in
color and texture, place a pink porcelain
pitcher next to a rusty bucket or a black
lampshade against a pale blue wall.

GET THE 
LOOK: }

Robust Vintage

THE WROUGHT-IRON BUCKET was originally 
used by farmers to carry tar for roof repairs. The 
jug and the cake forms are antique earthenware. 
Once again, Tina surprises by setting the pink off 
against the rusty bucket.



STURDY, SOLID PIECES IN STRONG COLORS, set against 
the soft green of the wall, come into their own in this section 

of the shop. This area has a granite floor. Tina has used 
various pastel tints for the walls, and likes to change things 

every few months. The wall cabinet here, originally from 
a garage, was found at one of the many flea markets Tina 

and Jan visit on their “shopping sprees.” They prefer the 
less well-known markets and like to take their time and 

make a real connection with the sellers. 
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Cooking
Up 

Charm
Get inspired for a kitchen 

makeover with this gallery of 
gorgeous kitchens in all your 

favorite styles.

By Staci Dumoski



With all the beautiful options avail-

-

Everyone has a different 
idea of what makes a  
dream kitchen. 
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HOT PINKMAKES A BOLD STATE-

MENT IN THIS GALLEY KITCHEN,

but doesn’t overwhelm. The bright

color is balanced by the pristine white

cabinets and countertops, a crisp and

clean combination. Accessories and

embellishment are kept to a minimum,

to keep the small space from feeling

crowded. Fine details make a big

impact, like the crystal and satin-

nickel cabinet knobs and the match-

stick mosaic glass tile backsplash.

Stephanie Dickens, Case Design/Remodeling, Inc.

Photography by Staci Zarin Goldberg

1
2

5

Color
Bomb

More ideas:
1. A pedestal with a glass tabletop   
 makes the breakfast nook feel open  
 and uncrowded. 

2. The cheerful print on the   
 banquette cushions can be changed  
 out for different seasonal looks. 

3. The glass-front cabinets display   
 a collection of Franciscan Desert   
 Rose dishware that coordinates   
 with the wall color. 

4. The molding on the banquette   
 echoes the design on the raised-  
 front cabinets.

5. Four storage drawers are hidden   
 away beneath the banquette seats.

3

4

{

{
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THIS RESTORED COTTAGE KITCHEN

CAPTURES THE ESSENCE OF ENGLISH

COUNTRY LIFE—with a nod to the Caribbean

roots of the homeowners. The distinguishing

features are the striking black-and-white tile

floor and the classic Aga stove. Bold patterned

and striped textiles offer a modern variation to

traditional English florals. The cabinetry is all

custom made and painted in dove gray.

Ben Heath, Ben Heath Handmade Kitchens
Photography by James Wilson

Cottage
Fusion{ 

{

More ideas:
1. Hand-painted tiles make up the backsplash behind the 
stove, and antiqued mirrored glass everywhere else. 

2. The drying rack over the Belfast sink allows dishes to 
drip dry, as well as adding quaint country flair.

3. Whimsical artwork on the walls lends a personal touch 
to the space. 

fact:
 The number one trend in kitchen design  

continues to be white cabinetry.

1

23



Jenny Rausch, C.K.D, Karr Bick Kitchen and Bath
Photography by Denash Photography

Landmark
 Revival{

{
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2

1. No upper cabinets or shelves leave the space feeling open and airy.

2. Decorative molding on cabinets adds French flair to the design.

3. Wall sconces take the place of under-cabinet task lighting.

4. A crystal chandelier lends just the right touch of glam.

THE ARCHED WINDOWS AND WHITE

SUBWAY TILE REPLICATE THE ORIG-

INAL DESIGN OF THIS LANDMARK

SAINT LOUIS KITCHEN, and open the

entire room up to beautiful natural

light. The vintage ambience is further

enhanced by hiding large appliances

behind custom cabinetry. But the key

feature of this pretty room is the soft

color palette. ”Do not be afraid to use

color,” says designer Jenny Rausch.

“That’s the mistake I see people make.”

More ideas:

fact:
A major kitchen remodel can add (on average) $40,000 

to the value of your home, or 72 to 88 percent 
of your investment. 

1

3

4
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www.timeincukcontent.com

White
Appeal{ 

{

THE KEY TO A BEAUTIFUL 

ALL-WHITE KITCHEN IS TO 

ADD TEXTURE. Here a white 

subway tile backsplash catch-

es the light, while beadboard 

adds dimension in the back of 

the open cabinet. The natural 

wood countertop breaks up the 

expanse of white, but still feels 

fresh and light. Textiles bring in 

just the right touch of color. 

More ideas:
1. Use a tension rod to hang a  
 cabinet or sink skirt, so it   
 can be removed for 
 easy cleaning.

2. Stone fl oors are easy to   
 maintain, but a throw rug   
 will help keep your toes cozy. 

3. A horizontal rod and s-hooks  
 keep tools in easy reach   
 when limited storage space 
 is available. 

3

2

1

fact:
Quartz countertops have nearly eclipsed granite in 
popularity. The tough, resin-based material resists 

scratches, burns and chips, and does not 
require annual sealing.



A COLLECTION OF BEAUTIFUL THINGS CAN 

SERVE VERY PRACTICAL PURPOSES. Displayed 

on open shelving, vintage tins bring plenty of 

cheerful color to this room, but they’re not just 

decoration. The homeowner uses them to store 

everything from tea and candles to linens. To 

keep open shelves from feeling cluttered, organize 

items by size, shape and/or color. 

1. Beadboard panels on the Shaker-style cabinet doors and  
 brushed-nickel cup pulls are the perfect retro fi nishing touch.

2. Vintage tins are a great way to keep larger items out   
 of sight but close at hand. 

3. The short and perky vintage-print window valance is the real  
 eye-catcher in this room. 

 

Kimberly Kostka
Photography by Jaimee Itagaki

Sunny
Vision{ 

{

More ideas:

1

23
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1

2

3
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1. Number doors and drawers with  

painter’s tape so you remember where 

each one goes.

2a. Prewash cabinets with a solution of 

warm water and trisodium phosphate 

(TSP) to remove grease and grime. 2b. 
Rinse with clean water, and dry with lint-

free towels. 

3. Fill cracks and sand cabinets to remove 

old finishes and assure a smooth surface. 

Make sure the surface is free of sanding 

dust before proceeding.

4. You can use a hair dryer (inside) or leaf 

blower (outside) to clear your work area 

of excess dust.

5. Test your paint color by painting a sam-

ple on a piece of poster board and moving 

it around the room at different times of 

day next to walls, wallpaper, countertops 

and backsplashes.

 

6. Before beginning, paint a small section 

on the back of a drawer or cabinet, let it 

dry over night and see if it scratches off. 

If it does, you will need to prime first, 

or use a paint that includes a primer 

(like DecoArt Americana Decor® Satin 

Enamels™).

7. Use a wide brush for flat panel doors 

and drawers, and a smaller brush for 

recessed areas or on molding. Load the 

brush with paint halfway up the brush 

and apply in long strokes in one direction. 

8. Apply less pressure as you lift the 

brush and smooth with the other side, 

going the other direction over the first 

stroke. Practice your technique by paint-

ing the back of the cabinet doors first. 

A FEW CLEVER REPLACEMENTS 

CAN TURN AN ORDINARY 

KITCHEN INTO A VINTAGE  

LOVER’S DREAM. Here an old, 

chippy cabinet on the wall brings 

tons of character along with storage 

space. Likewise, instead of a kitchen 

island, the weathered chair and 

table provide extra work room. 

1. A shelf with scrolled brackets hangs  
  over the minimal range hood,
  creating a display area. 

2.  The colors and imagery of the floral  
  artwork is mimicked in the design  
  of the overhead chandelier. 

3.  The soft blue walls and white   
  cabinets and stove create a bright  
  and comfortable ambience in   
  the room. 

Melanie Bowe
Photography by Andrew Sherman

Chippy
andCheerful

{ 

{

More ideas:

DIY: 

Cabinet Painting Tips
Painting your kitchen cabinets is an inexpensive way 

to transform your kitchen without major renovations. 

DecoArt Design Partner Gisele Pope offers these tips that 

will make this DIY project a little easier. 

2a

BEFORE

AFTER

2b 3



If the kitchen is the heart of the
home, then the oven is the heart of
the kitchen. If you have ever found

yourself pining away for a particularly
intriguing culinary appliance, you are

not alone.

PROFESSIONAL COOK:
If cooking is more passion than duty,

you’re probably on the lookout for a

serious appliance—eight dual-stacked,

sealed burners with a downdraft

cooktop and a double-wall oven with

convection cooking. Your dream oven

features commercial grade construc-

tion that’s guaranteed to endure

heavy use—even if you have to

remodel the kitchen to make room

for it!

VINTAGE LOVER:
Do you long for a vintage O’Keefe &

Merritt stove to complete the look of

your period kitchen? Or perhaps you

prefer the retro styling of a midcen-

tury cottage. Authenticity is the key

here, and restored vintage and

antique stoves are easy to come by

from local and online dealers. Or look

for a high-quality reproduction, and

avoid the risk of not being able to

find replacement parts when you

need them.

LOOKS ARE EVERYTHING:
If cooking is less important than style,

there are plenty of options available

for making a decorative splash with

your appliances. Forget ordinary

black and white—think bubblegum

pink, mint green or sky blue. More

and more manufacturers are offering

bright and colorful large appliances

that let you design a kitchen that is

truly you.

Oven 
Envy
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tip: 
Look for new products on the market that make your 
kitchen more user-friendly, like side-opening ovens, 

deep pocket drawers and microwave drawers. 



Surroundings

Design a kitchen that is special enough
to be called the heart of the home.

Kitchen
A Dream

Written, photographed and styled by Melinda Graham

A well-designed kitchen 
is a dream for many:
a kitchen that encompasses both form and func-

tion in an effortless fashion. For one lucky couple 

that dream has certainly come true. Just a few 

short steps beyond the foyer of their home sits a 

classically comfortable kitchen that is the stage 

for the real star of the space: the view.  Together, 

the kitchen and its surroundings create the per-

fect setting for many a family gathering.

Stylish simplicity was the goal for this kitch-

en. However, it takes a tremendous amount of 

effort to design such an effortless space! The 

design process began with a detailed criteria list: 

location within the house, placement of windows 

to maximize views, functionality of cooking and 

A SIMPLE ANTIQUE PINE BENCH becomes the 
kitchen’s catchall. The shape and color fi t into the 
puzzle that forms the fi nished design. The unique 
wall shelf has vintage door knobs, which act as 

hooks that help corral coats and bags.
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storage, seating requirements, lighting and 

incorporation of beloved furnishings. 

With this list in place, the design began to 

take shape. 

Deciding on a color palette was the easi-

est of the many decisions that needed to be 

made. Neutral whites are not only tradi-

tional, but they also allow the incredible 

surrounding views of the garden and the 

water to be the focal point. The use of nat-

antiques added a much needed warmth to 

the overall cool palette. The other won-

having a blank canvas. Decorating and 

redecorating for dinner parties and 

holidays can be easily achieved just by 

changing the table service, centerpieces 

and accessories.

Although the home is a new construc-

tion, one of the main requirements of the 

homeowners was to infuse the character 

and classic lines of an old farmhouse 

into the design. The initial inspiration 

the cabinetry, the deep farm sink and the 
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Surroundings

traditional hardware add loads of character 

and interest. The infusion of pine antiques 

and vintage accessories creates yet another 

layer of age and charm. The decadent 

details of the lighting, upholstery and years 

elegance and grace to this amazing space.

Designing this kitchen was a labor of love. 

Today this beautiful space truly is the heart 

of the home. It has become a favorite place 

for sipping morning coffee while watching 

the birds in the garden. The counter’s bar 

top is the place where mid-day stories are 

shared over a glass of milk and fresh-baked 

cookies. The long farm table plays host to 

intimate dinner parties as the sun sets over 

the water. The initial time spent planning 

will provide the family with years of enjoy-

ment in this handsome home.

A LONG RUSTIC FARM TABLE is flanked by elegant 
upholstered dining chairs. The grouping lines the long 
bank of windows that look out into the garden. The 
mood of the room is always changing, depending on 
whether the table is aglow in the streaming sunlight or 
lit by the subtle glow of the overhead fixture.
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      Design
 Workshop

HERE ARE A FEW  
USEFUL TIPS TO KEEP 

YOUR KITCHEN DESIGN  
ON TRACK.

Designing a kitchen can be broken 
down into two categories: form and 
function. If the process is intimidating, 
start with form. Focus on the “look,” and 
then seek help from a kitchen design 
professional when you are ready to 
tackle your functional requirements. 

Treat the design scheme for your 
kitchen as you would that of any other 
room in your home. The functionality, 
although extremely important, can  
be temporarily set aside as you begin  
the process. 

Instead, get started by finding your  
inspiration. It will springboard the 
design and help the rest of the project 
propel forward. 

The kitchen in most homes is the center 
around which the rest of the home 
turns. Therefore the kitchen’s design 
elements should also have tying threads 
to its adjacent rooms and spaces. Select 
a color palette that will complement 
the adjoining rooms. Not sure how to 
accomplish that task? The best bet is 
to stay neutral. You can always create 
visual ties to other spaces with the use of 
accents and accessories.

Don’t overcomplicate the design. Look 
for ways to apply the “less-is-more” 
philosophy. For example, consider the 
classic galley kitchen design!

THERE WAS GREAT ATTENTION given to 
every detail. Vintage inspired hardware  
and a charming antique spigot add so  
much character.

A BAKER’S RACK holds a few items that add 
depth to the color palette and interest to the 
space. Giving thought to every detail will 
create a unified overall design.

FOR MORE IDEAS AND CREATIVE SHARING, VISIT SURROUNDINGSBYMELINDA.BLOGSPOT.COM.



Entertaining
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ENCHANTMENT 
utumnA

Think crisp, cool air, clear blue skies—

and the best part, no pesky bugs.

For those living in cooler climates,  

autumn is a last chance to enjoy the 

outdoors before snow, ice and chilly temps 

set in, so an outdoor table for two is the 

perfect way to celebrate the season. 

Start with a bistro set or a thrifted table 

and two mismatched chairs. Add sim-

ple slipcovers made from drop cloths to 

add texture, and pillows for comfortable 

seating. After all, you will want to linger, 

taking in the ambience of fall. Any outdoor 

space, such as a porch or deck will do, but 

don’t overlook a cozy space in the garden 

or under a beautiful tree.

Layering vintage linens in different 

colors and textures will give the table a 

unique and collected look. A colorful linen 

table topper adds a retro feel when com-

bined with a lace tablecloth.

Think outside the box for dinnerware by 

using a pattern not normally associated 

There is no season more beautifully suited to 
alfresco dining
 than autumn.



with fall. Classic Franciscan Ivy dinner-

ware, made famous on television’s I Love 
Lucy, is an unexpected pattern for autumn, 

and the green balances the warm tones 

of the tablecloth. Coordinating napkins in 

tie the palette together in a delightfully 

informal way.

Franciscan Madeira glassware in green 

perfectly enhances the rich seasonal 

palette and coordinates with the Ivy 

dinnerware, but mismatched glassware in 

contrasting colors would give the tradi-

-

ment no matter the season, and vintage 
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Entertaining

A colorful 

linen table topper 
adds a retro feel when 

combined with a  
lace tablecloth.



Oneida Meadowbrook silver plate adds spar-

kle and vintage charm. 

Every table needs a fabulous centerpiece, 

and a bouquet of zinnias gathered from the 

garden gets elevated when placed in a beau-

-

ferent colors and textures keeps the arrange-

ment interesting. If you don’t have access to 

inexpensively add the same special touch.

Finally, enhance the natural outdoor setting 

by arranging Boston ferns around the table. 

Vary heights with plant stands, garden stools 

or an old chair for more visual interest. 

Putting together a few carefully selected 

pieces creates a beautiful outdoor setting for 

enjoying lunch or afternoon tea with a friend. 

Add nature as a backdrop, and a memorable 

experience is sure to happen.

{TO LEARN MORE ABOUT ANITA, VISIT 

ANITAFARABOVERUBIES.COM.}



Details
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Rocky 

your eyes are met with sprawling views 

of Pikes Peak mountain and Colorado 

Springs below. However, the views inside 

are decidedly French Cottage, thanks 

to Victoria’s styling skills and her large 

collection of vintage French accessories.

Victoria and her husband, Walter, 

bought their home four years ago. The 

builder-grade family room had bright 

and glorious views from four large 

picture windows surrounded by 18-foot-

high ceilings. Rather than cover these 

windows with heavy drapes, Victoria 

chose to let the light shine in and  

emphasize her love of all things French. 

“I have always been drawn to everything 

French and cottage since I can remem-

ber,” she says.

Throughout her many years of trea-

sure hunting, Victoria has amassed a 

wonderful collection of French enamel-

ware. “What once was used for everyday 

life is now highly collectable by many,” 

she says. One of her favorite ways to 

-

ers in a variety of colors. “I like to think 

about who might have used it and what 

Mountain 

Charm
Transform an ordinary room 
with an infusion of French 
cottage style.

As you look out any  
window in Victoria Hayden’s 
Colorado home,

By Gay Van Beek
Photography and styling by Victoria Hayden

VICTORIA ADDS COLOR to 
her home with florals in her 

favorite bright hues.



WITH A FEW PIECES OF MOLDING, 
a base and her ingenuity … she 

crafted the gorgeous mirror that now 
adorns the area above her fireplace. 
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Details

their life might have been like,” she says. 

To balance out the large space above her 

a French trumeau mirror.  “I am the dreamer 

and visionary, and my husband is the logician 

and craftsman,” she says. With a few pieces 

of molding, a base and her ingenuity (as well 

as a little help from Walter), she crafted the 

gorgeous mirror that now adorns the area 

pops of her signature colors: red, pink and 

turquoise. These colors add a bright touch, 

yet appear subtle and soft when paired with 

her white sofas, natural woods and gold high-

lights. She prefers to accessorize with vintage 

items as opposed to purchasing newer 

accessories.  “I would rather buy something 

for my home that is old and has character. To 

me, vintage and antique pieces tell a roman-

tic story,” says Victoria. She adds, “It is very 

things that I love.”

Victoria will be coming out with her own 

blog, online store and fabric line later this 

year.  For now, you can view her gorgeous 

home and follow her DIY projects on her 

Instagram, @thefrenchmadehome.
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Details

“I would rather buy  
something for my home  
that is old 

A COLLECTION OF ANTIQUE  
FRENCH ENAMELWARE sits atop a 
French wardrobe.

and has character,”  says Victoria.
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FOR MORE ON GAY, VISIT CANTERBURYCOTTAGEDESIGNS.COM. 





Collecting

Collect antique Dutch crockery with beloved chinoiserie designs.

Love of
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Written and styled by Lidy Baars  •  Photography by FrenchGardenHouse

Blue whiteand



History of Delft Blue

When the Dutch East India Company began to import 

porcelain from China, all of Europe became enamored 

with the blue and white Chinese porcelains and their 

-

scapes. Dutch potters began to create their own versions 

of the Chinese porcelains, but in earthenware. 

Delft Blue and Makkum earthenware urns, decorative 

plates and large vases were skillfully hand painted by 

Dutch landscapes. Tiles—used in homes, castles and 

in kitchens—were produced by the hundreds of thou-

sands. In the middle of the “golden age,” there were over 

400 factories producing the Delft tiles.

By the late 19th century, less expensive porcelain 

from overseas overtook the market, and the immense 

popularity of Delft and Makkum pieces came to an end. 

Today only the Royal Delft, De Delftse Pauw, and Royal 

Tichelaar Makkum factories are still in operation.

What Is Delft Pottery?

Delft pottery, or Delfts Blauw as it is called in Dutch, is a 

soft earthenware pottery sealed with a lead and tin oxide 

opaque glaze. Delftware has been made in Holland since 

the 16th century.

Although the potteries liked to call their products por-

celain, Delftware was not made of porcelain, but clay. It 

was really a less expensive copy of the Chinese porcelain 

that inspired it, a soft and easily chipped pottery.

Delftware was also made in soft-colored enamels, 

called polychrome Delft, with a muted palette of reds, 

greens and yellows. This colored Delftware is equally as 

beloved and avidly collected.

Dutch Delft and Makkum pottery is hand painted, 
beautifully decorative and more affordable than ever before. 
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Collecting

What to Look For

Marks. True Delft Blue and 

Makkum will have underglaze marks 

of the factory; the marks are always 

hand painted.

Condition. As with all antiques, 

buy the best quality you can afford. 

In truly old pieces, a small chip 

that doesn’t mar the beauty of a 

piece is acceptable. For Delft, find 

some antique pieces to see in 

person, to familiarize yourself with 

the quality. The Delftware pieces 

currently being sold as souvenirs, 

while attractive to look at, are not 

of the same quality as the antique 

Delftware pieces. (There really aren’t 

any reproductions of Makkum.)

Hand painting. True 

Delftware and Makkum pottery was 

hand painted with great skill. Look 

for pieces that are well painted and 

demonstrate artistry. No two pieces 

will ever be alike; each is a one-of-

a-kind.

Rare or unusual pieces. 

The more unusual pieces are the 

most valuable and collectable. Tea 

canisters, cow figures and cruet 

sets are rarer to find, and therefore 

more expensive. Tiles, due to 

their massive production, are less 

expensive, but those from the 17th 

century or older can be costly.

DELFT, A CITY WHOSE NAME MEANS 
TO DIG, was the capital of the arts in  
Holland, as well as one of the most  
important earthenware production centers 
in Europe between 1600 and 1800.
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FOR MORE ON LIDY, VISIT 

FRENCHGARDENHOUSE.COM. 

DUTCH POTTERY tiles,  
chargers, small plates and  
bowls decorated with elements 
from everyday life featuring 
seascapes, canal scenes,  
fishing boats and village 
vignettes are charming when 
displayed together.
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Shopping Guide

Coming Next Month

Say Ahh
pages 22–26
Vintage treasures: visit shabbywhites.com.

Artisan Influence
pages 28–41
Kitchen 
Wallpaper: Swallows by Sanderson, visit sanderson-uk.com. Wall paint: Chalky 
Down in Bleached Linen by Dulux, visit dulux.com. 
Sitting room
Sofas: Barker & Stonehouse, visit barkerandstonehouse.co.uk. Paint: Porphyry 
Pink by Farrow & Ball, visit farrow-ball.com.  Fireplace: Focus Fireplaces, visit 
focus-fireplaces.com. Rug: Calverts Carpets, visit calverts-carpets.co.uk. Check 
throws: National Trust, visit shop.nationaltrust.org.uk.
Hallway
Wallpaper: William Morris Thistle, Fashion Wallpaper, fashionwallpaper.co.uk. 
Curtain fabric: Thistle from Dunelm, visit dunelm.com.
Dining room
Paint:  Savage Ground by Farrow & Ball, visit farrow-ball.com. Rug: Calverts 
Carpets visit calverts-carpets.co.uk.
Guest room
Bedding: Natural Prairie by BHS, visit bhs.co.uk. Lamps: Laura Ashley, visit 
lauraashleyusa.com. Throw: Homebase, visit homebase.co.uk. Cushions: The 
Range, visit therange.co.uk. 
Master bedroom
Wallpaper: Mauritius by Sanderson Caverley, visit sanderson-uk.com. Throw: 
CB Furnishings, visit cb2.com. Bed cover: Barkers Department Store of Northal-
lerton, visit barkers.co.uk. Lamps: Laura Ashley, visit lauraashleyusa.com.
Second bedroom
Paint: Calamine by Farrow & Ball, visit farrow-ball.com. Toile de Jouy bed 
cover: CB Furnishings, visit cb2.com. 

Going Glam
pages 42–53
All paints by Sherwin Williams. Living room: Amazing Gray. Kitchen: Worldly 
Gray. Sun porch: Sea Salt. Master bedroom: Sandbar. Visit sherwin-williams.
com.

Cooking Up Charm
pages 66–77
Landmark Revival
Cabinets: Mouser Custom, visit mousercabinetry.com. Lights: Framburg, visit 
framburg.com. Hardware: Top Knobs, visit topknobs.com.
Color Bomb 
Cabinets: Kensington Door in Designer White Paint by Crystal Cabinets, visit 
crystalcabinets.com. Mosaic Tile Floor: Purestone Grigio by Mosaic Tile, visit 
mosaictileco.com. Countertop: Misty Carrera by Caesarstone Countertop, 
visit caesarstoneus.com. Fabrics: Sherbet (seat and back cushions) and Petal 
(pillows) by Greenhouse Fabrics, visit greenhousefabrics.com. Hardware: Top 
Knobs, visit topknobs.com.
Cottage Fusion
Cabinets: Neptune by Ben Heath, made in Oak painted in Dove Grey, visit 
benheath.com. 
Cabinet Painting Tips
Paint: DecoArt American Decor Satin Enamels.
Oven Envy
Ovens: Top left cooktop by Jenn-Air, visit jennair.com. Bottom left and right 
ovens by Big Chill, visit bigchill.com. 

Entertaining
pages 82–85
Franciscan Ivy dinnerware, Oneida Meadowbrook flatware, Franciscan Madeira 
glassware: visit replacements.com. Plaid napkins: amazon.com.

Explore decorating ideas for the fall season 
in our October issue, with ways to bring 
the season’s palette beautifully into your 
home. We’ll also visit a historic Los Angeles 
home, share ideas for incorporating vintage 
items in your décor, and share fresh ideas 
for decorating with dried flowers. 

Fall Beauty
In the world of romance, 
autumn is colored by dusky 
purples, earthy greens and 
just a hint of crimson fire. 
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Sep.16–18 • Country Living Fair • Columbus, OH
Oct.21–23 • Country Living Fair • Atlanta, GA

November 10–12 • Annual Holiday On-Line SALE!
November 13 • Very Merry Artists’ Showcase

Rose Petal Porch, Lafayette, NJ

Vintage Rose
At Richwood

5009 Hwy 288B
Richwood, TX 77531

OpenThursday thru Saturday
10am - 6pm

 

www.frenchbleuvintage.com

Save 20% with code FBV20
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Be Here Now

Breakfastcottage
Even the smallest breakfast nook can  

be filled with cottage charm. 

By Staci Dumoski
Photography by Jaimee Itagaki

Styling by Jacqueline deMontravel

1. White space: In a  
small room, all-white furniture 
makes everything feel unified 
and uncrowded. 

2. Table dressing:  
The short, layered tablecloth 
with plenty of ruffles leaves  
lots of legroom without sacrific-
ing style.

3. Paper trails: Use vintage 
wallpaper in the back of a hutch 
or china cabinet to add color and 
texture that isn’t overwhelming 
to your space.

4. On the bench: A vin-
tage high-backed bench makes 
a creative seating option, and a 
place to display additional floral 
fabrics and pillows. 

5. Looking up: The pretty 
chandelier suspended from the 
ornate ceiling medallion draws 
the eye upward and makes the 
room feel bigger.

6. Room enough: A  
rustic basket is tucked away  
under the bench, providing  
extra storage space for linens 
and tableware.

1

2

5

6
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Diamond gold brooch
Estimate: $ 1,000–1,500

Freeman´s

Tulip table and four chairs, circa 1960
Estimate: $ 500

Heritage Auctions

Louis XVI style vitrine
Estimate: $ 800–1,200

Ahlers & Ogletree

Herman Miller molded chair
Estimate: $ 100–200 

Aspire Auctions

Robert Indiana ‘Golden Love’
Estimate: $ 3,000–5,000

Wright

Table lamp, brass, model 7407
Estimate: $ 35

Bukowskis

Portrait of a young child
Estimate: $ 600–900

Leland Little

1957 Messerschmitt KR 200
Estimate: $ 27,000–30,000

RM Sotheby´s

A Sophora vase, No. 977
Estimate: $ 2,200–3,500

Christie´s

Breguet, yellow gold wristwatch
Estimate: $ 2,600

Antiquorum

Candlesticks, 20th century
Estimate: $ 70 

Eppli

Estimate: $ 1,100 
Fellows

George Nakashima, black walnut
Estimate: $ 3,500–4,500

LA Modern

A group of 15 plates engravings 
Estimate: $ 150–200

Dreweatts & Bloomsbury

Native American pottery
Fixed price: $ 520

Cultural Patina

400,000new lotsevery week

Get free appraisals for your treasures, visit barnebys.com/appraisal


